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Welcome to November and welcome to this weeks newest releases from our Partner Studios to
Retail! We're highlighting The Orchard's latest hit, "Super Dark Times", which has already racked
up big numbers in presale for release later this month. We wanted to be sure ALL our retailers
are promoting and getting their sales share of this trending title.

We welcome our newest Studio, Blue Fox Entertainment who add "Big Bear" a buddy film that
goes down a fairly grizzly path. This looks to be great fun and a great seller as well.

The November catalog is chock full of new to DVD/BD films, television series and
documentaries, plenty to please the widest range of consumer tastes...and they're 100% ready
to ship, never a back order from Allied Vaughn's integrated On Demand distribution
technology! 

Successful retailing to you all, 
Richard Skillman
Vice President
Allied Vaughn
avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com
http://www.alliedvaughn.com
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Join us in welcoming Blue Fox Entertainment to the Allied Vaughn Collection for our
partner retailers as an exclusive. Starting our relationship with a big bang, or "Big Bear",
this is a fun raucous film that will light up sales channels everywhere. Now up for presale,
you will want to maximize your online outbound reach to grab your share of "Big Bear"!
 
SYNOPSIS: When Joe is dumped by his fiancée, he reluctantly decides to go ahead with
his bachelor party anyway
and heads up to Big Bear Mountain with three friends. Things take a turn for the worse
when Joe discovers his friends
have kidnapped the man his fiancée ran off with and tied him up in the basement.
THEATRICAL and PREMIUM VOD RELEASE: 9/22/17
DIGITAL RELEASE: 9/22/17 CAB/SAT: 9/22/17 DVD: 12/19/18



GENRE: Comedy / Adventure / Independent
TARGET AUDIENCE: M & F 18 to 50 - Fans of Comedy, Pablo Schreiber, Tyler Labine, Adam
Brody, Joey Kern
RATING: NR (TV-14) RUNTIME: 88 Minutes
HIGHLIGHTS
Written, Directed & Produced by JOEY KERN (THE GOODS: Live Hard, Sell Hard, CABIN
FEVER, SUPER TROOPERS, TNT's
"Good Behavior", Crackle's "Chosen"). Produced by LUKE EDWARDS
 
Blue Fox Entertainment is a global distribution and film sales company specializing in
connecting filmmakers to audiences and buyers around the world. We have a deep
history in film production, marketing, finance, sales and distribution. We deliver movies
to the domestic and international markets providing content across all media platforms,
including Theatrical, On Demand, DVD and Television.
 
 
12/19/2017        818522019963  Big Bear    DVD-5        2017     When his fiancée dumps him for
another guy (Pablo Schreiber), Joe (Joey Kern) reluctantly agrees to go ahead with his
bachelor party up at Big Bear Lake with his three buddies (Adam Brody, Tyler Labine and
Zachary Knighton). The hangover the next morning is nothing compared to the surprise
his friends have tied up for him in the basement. Joey Kern (Joe); Adam Brody (Eric);
Zachary Knighton (Colin); Tyler Labine (Nick); Pablo Schreiber (Dude); Toby Huss (Officer
Lloyd); Heidi Heaslet (Susan); Patricia Rae (Waitress); Ahna O'Reilly (Jess)

Super Dark Times Coming to DVD
The Orchard's "Super Dark Times" is on a tear in presales as one of our runaway hit
titles..are your getting your share? Ask me how...here's the info:



SUPER DARK TIMES
STRANGER THINGS Meets MEAN CREEK in this Acclaimed Teen Thriller
20+ Theatrical 9/29, Digital VOD 10/3, DVD 11/28 20+ Theatrical in Top DMAs including 90%
Fresh on RottenTomatoes.com Paid Media Campaign Across Entertainment and Online
Genre Sites National PR - Theatrical and Home Video Lauded by Critics, Loved by Thriller &
Genre Fans Alike
"one of the most visually arresting films you'll see this year"
- New York Magazine
"straight up mesmerizing [...] a new classic that will stand the test of time."
- Bloody Disgusting
"a remarkable, atmospheric debut"
- Entertainment Weekly
"visceral and gripping throughout"
- IndieWire
"a spooky, sensitive, beautifully crafted film"
-Entertainment Weekly Award-Winning Festival Breakout FANTASTIC FEST, Tribeca,
Rotterdam Breakthrough Performances from Supportive Cast: � Amy Hargreaves
(Homeland, 13 Reasons Why) - 23k Twitter, 12k Instagram � Charlie Tahan (Wayward
Pines, I Am Legend) - 3k Twitter � Elizabeth Cappucino (Jessica Jones) � Owen Campbell
(The Americans, Boardwalk Empire)

The Newest Wave from The Orchard!
12/05/17           888608667692  Living on Soul  2017     LIVING ON SOUL is a hybrid docu-
concert film featuring the late Sharon Jones, Charles Bradley and the rest of the Daptone



Records family. Filmed largely during Daptone's December 2014 three-night, sold-out
residency at the historic Apollo Theater, the documentary features a mixture of live
performances and verité scenes that paint a robust picture of the Daptone family and
culture. Not since James Brown's legendary residencies in the '70s has Harlem's Apollo
Theater played host to such an event.  Charles Bradley; Thomas Brenneck; Sharon
Jones         
                      
11/28/17           888608667630  Super Dark Times DVD-5        2017     A harrowing but
meticulously observed look at teenage lives in the era prior to the Columbine High School
Massacre, SUPER DARK TIMES marks the feature debut of gifted director Kevin Phillips.
Zach (Owen Campbell) and Josh (Charlie Tahan) are best friends growing up in a leafy
Upstate New York suburb in the 1990s, where teenage life revolves around hanging out,
looking for kicks, navigating first love and vying for popularity. When a traumatic incident
drives a wedge between the previously inseparable pair, their youthful innocence
abruptly vanishes. Each young man processes the tragedy in his own way, until
circumstances grow increasingly complex and spiral into violence. Phillips dives headlong
into the confusion of teenage life, creating an evocative atmosphere out of the murky
boundaries between adolescence and adulthood, courage and fear, and good and evil.
Owen Campbell; Charlie Tahan; Elizabeth Cappuccino   Ben Collins;  Luke Piotrowski
           
10/17/17           888608667685  Sex, Guaranteed DVD-5           2017     Kevin (Grey Damon) is a
heartbroken roofer in New Orleans who has sworn off sex in the hopes of winning back
his former fiancé. He also thinks she will be impressed once he launches a new business
unfortunately titled, "Trampoline World." His believes he's met the solution to his lack of
capital in Hank (Steven Dorff), a self-destructive financier with a penchant for all night
parties and philanthropic meddling. Over the course of a particularly hedonistic
bacchanal, Hank and his cohort introduce Kevin to a beautiful escort named Zade because
swearing off sex is, as Hank says, "Not always the way to go. Not by a long shot, pal."
Kevin is morally opposed to sleeping with a prostitute but over the course of this
legendary party, he realizes that Zade is not what she seems and she just might provide
the spark that this heartbroken idealist needs to turn his life around. SEX, GUARANTEED is
a satirical look at sex, love and money - with a touch of trampolining...which happens to
be one of the fastest growing sports in America! Grey Damon; Bella Dayne; Stephen Dorff;
Dan Fogler; James DeBello; Kim Allen; James Moses Black; Carlos Velazquez; Annalisa
Chamberlin      

Random Media brings DeMille and Theme Park
Fantasy to DVD
  
Living in Orlando, the film "Escape from Tomorrow" was on everyone's lips and in the
news daily here as Randy Moore, filmmaker, shot a feature film, guerilla style,  without
permission or permits in a major theme park. Almost banned from release, was finally
released to critical acclaim and its now available on DVD. 
Check out the Sundance trailer here... https://youtu.be/1nfU_5NWBoE
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11/7/2017         810162030636  The Lost City of Cecil B. DeMille   DVD-5       2017     "The Lost
City of Cecil B. DeMille" began as a filmmaking enterprise: "Let's dig up a 1923 film set and
make a movie about it." It seemed like a good idea to a handful of young filmmakers in
1983. They never could have guessed their dream would take nearly 30 years to be
realized. But in 2012, with funding from an independent "angel," an archaeological
excavation of the site finally took place. What that excavation found is at the exciting
climax of "The Lost City of Cecil B. DeMille." Because the filmmakers began their work in
the 1980's, they were able to capture interviews with many of the people - actors, writers,
chariot drivers and extras - who worked with DeMille in 1923. They also filmed interviews
with people who worked on the second version of The Ten Commandments (the 1956
version with Charlton Heston). The two versions of The Ten Commandments were like
bookends on the remarkable career of Cecil B. DeMille. The documentary tells the story
of these two films, interwoven with the story of the archaeological excavation of the site,
as well as the incredible obstacles the project faced. Cecil B. DeMille; Charlton Heston;
Agnes DeMille; Jesse Lasky; Peter L. Brosnan
 
11/7/2017         883476132327  Escape From Tomorrow  DVD-5         2013     Randy Moore's
directorial debut is a bold and ingenious trip into the happiest place on earth. An epic
battle begins when a middle-aged American husband and father of two learns that he has
lost his job. Keeping the news from his nagging wife and wound-up children, he packs up
the family and embarks on a full day of park hopping amid enchanted castles and fairytale
princesses. Soon, the manufactured mirth of the fantasy land around him begins to haunt
his subconscious. An idyllic family vacation quickly unravels into a surrealist nightmare of
paranoid visions, bizarre encounters, and an obsessive pursuit of a pair of sexy teenage
Parisians. Roy Abramsohn; Elena Schuber; Kateylnn Rodriquez; Jack Dalton; Danielle
Safady
teenage Parisians.    Mankurt Media    Roy Abramsohn; Elena Schuber; Kateylnn Rodriquez;
Jack Dalton; Danielle Safady    

10/31/2017    883476144009    Around The Block    2014    AROUND THE BLOCK is about
breaking cycles and building dreams. Set in a contemporary, tough, inner-city precinct,
this is a story of revenge and triumph, as a teenage boy is torn between his unexpected
love of theatre and the disintegration of his family. With encouragement from his
unconventional American drama teacher, he confronts his past and eventually takes
control of his future.    Random Media    Hunter Page-Lochard; Christina Ricci; Aaron L
McGrath; Ursula Yovich; Ruby Rose   



10/31/2017    883476148793    Camilla Dickinson    2015    The film adaptation of Madeleine
LEngles beloved novel follows the daughter of a well-to-do family in 1948 Manhattan.
Fifteen-year-old Camilla Dickinson leads a sheltered life in New York City until her
parents marriage begins to fall apart. When Camilla meets her best friends rebellious
brother, Frank, she finds a way to escape her troubles. As her relationship with Frank
deepens, Camilla discovers a world outside of her own and begins to understand a little
of what it means to grow up.    Random Media    Adelaide Clemens; Samatha Mathis; Gregg
Sulkin; Cary Elwes; Margaret Colin   

10/31/2017    883476143330    Mirage Men    2014    MIRAGE MEN takes you on a journey
through the badlands and backwaters of America. Mark Pilkington and John Lundberg,
based on their best-selling book, uncover a 60 year-old story stranger than any conspiracy
thriller. For over sixty years, teams within the US Air Force and US intelligence services
exploited and manipulated beliefs about UFOs and extraterrestrial visits as part of their
counter-intelligence programs. In doing so they spawned a mythology so powerful that it
captivated and warped many brilliant minds, including several of their own. Now, for the
first time, some of those behind these operations, and their victims, speak out, revealing
a true story that is part Manchurian Candidate and part Close Encounters of the Third
Kind.    Random Media    Robert J Durant; Rick Doty; Tracy Torme; Peter Gersten; Walter
Bosley    

10/31/2017    883476143347    Methhead    2014    Kyle Peoples never wanted to be the man
he has become in his 30s, an accountant stuck in a dead end job, with a lover who is more
successful than he and a family that doesnt get him at all. So when a night of partying
leads to a new family of friends and fun, Kyle sees an opportunity for escape from reality.
But Kyles new friendship with Maia and Dusty and the trios love of crystal meth
eventually cost Kyle his job, his companion, his home and his family. Kyles escape
becomes his trap, the party is an illusion and the crystal is slowly killing him, physically
and psychologically. When he finally bottoms out and is no longer the young man his
father once boasted about with pride, Kyle must choose: life or meth.    Random Media  
 Lukas Haas; Blake Berris; Necar Zadegan; Wilson Cruz; Scott Patterson    

10/31/2017    883476144948    The Last Supper    2014    Yu is a young noble: handsome,
brave, admired. Commander of the eras most powerful army, he leads the revolt against
the cruel Qin dynasty. Yu recognizes great potential in Liu, a peasant, and gives him
command of 5,000 soldiers. Liu breaks an agreement with Yu by entering and ransacking
the Qin capital alone. The Qin dynasty falls and Yu rules. Wary of treachery, his advisers
plot to kill Liu at a great banquet, but the emperor spares his life. From this last supper,
Liu will wage war against Yu. Xin, an adviser to Yu, joins him. Defeated, Yu commits
suicide on the battlefield rather than submit to capture. Yu is dead, but now Xin is a
threat. Liu imprisons then releases him, but broods about having spared Xins life as Yu
spared his  Xin too must die. Emperor Liu has finally reached his goal. But his soul remains
deeply troubled -- haunted by the ghosts of his betrayals, unable to find peace in the
position he dreamed of and fought ruthlessly to achieve.    Random Media    ei Liu; Daniel
Wu; Chen Chang; Lan Qin; Yi Sha    

10/31/2017    883476147888    The Jokesters    2015    The Internet sensation Prankmasters
decide to take it to the extreme for their series finale. When leader of the group, Ethan,
announces that he is getting married and leaving the group and the pranks behind, the
rest of the founding members decide to pull off one final stunt: a Cabin in the Woods
nightmare on their friends honeymoon. What happens is a spiral descent into terror.  
 Random Media    Nathan Reid; Gabriel Tigerman; Luis Jose Lopez; Dante Spencer; Jen
Yeager    

 
        



Frolic Films Releases "Absolute Vow" and the wild
world of Hearse owners

   

From Frolic Pictures comes "Absolute Vow",  a stunner stsrrting Parker Love
Bowling...check out the trailer here:
https://youtu.be/qcNPXr8kiCg 
Also, everything you'd like to know about hearses and how they became the hip vehicle
of choice is captured in the fun "Hearse Life"!
 
10/24/2017        810162030438  Hearse Life      DVD-5  2017  The stylish sub-culture of hearse
ownership.

10/24/2017        810162030445  Absolute Vow  DVD-5  2017     In 1,000 BC, a virgin and her
friends venture into the hills, to grieve and ponder the grim fate that awaits her. Parker
Love Bowling, Kansas Bowling, Rodney Bingenheimer, Lloyd Kaufman

10/24/2017        810162030452  The Short Films of Jared Masters DVD-5        2017     A
collection of rare early works by director Jared Masters, including The Umbrella, Meet the
Freaks at Dreamland, rare music videos and more! 40 never-before-seen videos, totaling
over three hours of hilarious, surreal and curious entertainment!      Jared Masters, Mystic
Marlow, James Blonde
 

Leomark Releases "The Liberator" & Mongolian
Invasion
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10/31/2017        818522019208  Transylvania TV Halloween Special    2010     A misfit band of
monsters finds meaning in the most mystical holiday of the year. A vampire and his
monster minions run an obscure Transylvanian television station with the improbable
power to reanimate dead TV shows. World domination is just around the corner, once
they figure out how to get more than a .0002 rating.
 
10/31/2017        818522019192  Transylvania TV Season 1       2009     A vampire and his
monster minions run an obscure Transylvanian television station with the improbable
power to reanimate dead TV shows. World domination is just around the corner, once
they figure out how to get more than a .0002 rating.  Furry faces the full fury of the
vampire Le Shoc when he is no longer recognized by his boss.
 
10/31/2017        818522018515  Mistaken          2017     A Moroccan woman is detained at JFK
airport in New York days after 9/11 because her husband has the same name as the lead
terrorist.
 
10/31/2017        818522016320  The Liberator  2016     Martial arts fueled adventure as Ben
Silver aka The Liberator has only a few hours to retrieve a priceless stolen antique and
return it undamaged to his mysterious female client, reformed cat burglar, Melinda Page.
 
10/31/2017        818522017785  Actually Quite A Lot    2016     "Jay van Niekerk, an attractive,
but introverted comic-book animator who has his life meticulously planned. On the verge
of great success with his career as an emerging star in the comic world, life finally catches
up to him and brings him to a crossroad in his life. He realizes that he has neglected his
family and that in almost every aspect; regret is something that comes too late. He then
meets Ally, a beautiful, free spirited woman on the precipice of self-discovery. Events
beyond their control forces them to take a journey together, much to Jay's displeasure,
but they're opposite nature somehow draws them toward each other and falling in love is
unavoidable.
However the road ahead is not without its complication as Ally's overprotective father as
well as her ex-boyfriend proves to be testing obstacles in Jay's attempts to prove himself
worthy."
 
10/31/2017        818522018256  Mongolian Invasion - Yellow Colt       2013     Pre-teen Galt
returns his nomadic family after the uncle, who adopted him passes away, leaving him no
choice, but to return to his homeland. After a period of adjustment, he learns to get on



him his parents, particularly his dad Badam and his brother Tumur. At the same time
Badam is preparing his herd of horses for a vaguely prestigious Naadam festival's horse
racing contest among the other herders. Galt takes an instant shine to a wild yellow colt
that wanders into the herd one day. He asks his brother to help him train the colt for the
upcoming race. The horse coming on its own is considered a good omen and sure enough
Galt wins.
 
10/31/2017        818522018263  Mongolian Invasion - Double Crossed 2015     Aldar is a
successful businessman. He gets to take a beautiful girl home in a bet with his friends in
the bar. The girl was in a big trouble with a local mob and Aldar gets involved in order to
keep her safe. Protecting the girl gets him a big reward - Aldar gets thrown in jail with a
false raping charge. The cell boss did not like Aldar from the start, because he would not
yield to his wishes. The cell boss makes Aldar's life a living hell in the jail cell. Stranger
enters the cell and fights to take control of the jail cell and declares himself the new cell
boss. The new boss takes Aldar under his protection and advices him to find a way out of
the jail and take his revenge. Aldar finds out that his best friend was behind everything to
get his land for the mob. His friend owes big money to the mob, but the mob did not want
money , only Aldar's real estate. Aldar needs to fight to  clear his name after getting out of
jail. 
 
10/31/2017        818522018270  Mongolian Invasion - Joy        2016     Az is a seven year old
girl living in a small village with her parents. She will soon have a baby sister Jargal. It was
the most joyful and happiest moments for her life. But this did not last long, because her
mother dies from birth difficulty. Tseden, the girl's father, took his wife's passing very
well, but he still had to raise his two daughters by himself in a hard condition. He looses
his job and runs out of money. But Az tries to help her father go through this hard time
and grows to be a strong and intelligent girl. She helps taking care of her little sister and
as well as her father. Tseden was still in a mourning after his wife's passing, but soon with
her daughters help, he tries to get his life together. He starts a new business, selling fresh
milk in the neighboring city. Often times, the girls would stay home themselves and wait
for their father to return. As their life get better Tseden dies in a freak car accident. Az
with her little sister Jargal goes to the city by themselves to look for their father without
knowing he was dead, gets lost in the city and separates from her sister.
 
10/31/2017        818522018287  Mongolian Invasion - Norjmaa 2014     During WWII,
Mongolian goat herder Norjmaa finds two injured soldiers, one Japanese and one
Russian. She takes them into her Ger (Mongolian portable home) and tends to their
wounds with traditional Mongolian medicine, thereby saving their lives. However, when
the two enemies are strong enough, each man seems to have only one thing on their
mind - murdering one another. Norjmaa has war wounds of her own from her troubled
past to deal with. How can she make them see reason and compassion when all three of
them speak different languages?
 
10/31/2017        818522018294  Mongolian Invasion - One Life of Two Women           2015     It
seems Lardimaa lives in all women's dream life. Snow white wedding dress, out of this
world wedding reception, big and expensive house, high-end furniture, wealthy caring
husband. Husband is rich, but seems caring in front of everyone's eyes. Takes her
everywhere and buys her the world. In reality, all she wants to do is to get away from her
husband. After some incident she ends up in a prison and meets the prison guard, who
also is not happy with her life. Lardimaa's struggle helps the guard woman to see her life
in reality and helps Lardimaa to get out of prison and be free from her manipulating,
sadistic husband and takes Lardimaa's  place in the prison.
 
10/31/2017        818522018300  Mongolian Invasion - Shift      2017     Two schools were to
put together into one, due to a budget cut. New students who came from different
schools had to face a difficult time to adapt, especially against the bullies who ruled the
school. The endless turf war starts between students to see who can really run the school.



 
 
10/31/2017        818522018317  Mongolian Invasion - Sodura  2015     Sodura is a girl of Taiga
and relocated in the big city. She finds herself unable to adapt to the city lifestyle and
returns to her home in Taiga, heartbroken. Her tribe blames her coming home pregnant
with an outsider's child. The only person who understood her pain was Ak-Od. Sodura
falls in love with him, but he was engaged and married by his fathers will. A wild fire
breaks out in Taiga and the tribesmen discovers illegal poachers, while taking out the fire.
Poachers have killed the very last moose of the Taiga. Ak-Od was accused of aiding the
poachers, but gets killed while trying to prove his innocence. Sodura gives a birth with the
assist of tribe's shaman and she reveals that Sodura was not originally from Taiga and she
should be the one to go on envoy to preserve the life of Taiga. 
 
10/31/2017        818522018324  Mongolian Invasion - Ten Soldiers of Genghis Khan 
2012            Genghis Khan structured his army into decimal system of 10, 100, 1,000 and
10,000's and each unit's appointed leader reports to the larger unit leader and the report
gets to the nine most trusted generals of Genghis Khan. It is an untold story of one of
those units, ten soldiers of Genghis Khan. Tsahir a leader of ten, gets a direct order
Genghis Khan to bring an old master healer to the safety from a secluded location. On the
journey, they find an abandoned baby and rescue him. Later Tsahir and his soldiers find
themselves face to face with the enemy soldiers who where tracking the lost baby. Tsahir
and his ten soldiers will have to make a decision to save themselves, save the master
healer or save the enemy child. 
 
10/31/2017        818522018331  Mongolian Invasion - The Last Princess of Royal Blood           
2008     The story of Tsetsenhanrui is based on a true events. Tsetsenhanrui is a direct
descendent and the very last royal blood of the Great Genghis Khan. Tsetsenhanrui's life
as a royal blood in 20th Century China was not easy and she had to face the poverty after
her home was robbed and father was killed. Her childhood friend grows out to be a
handsome young man, but he chose the life of monk-hood. But they fall in love and he
decides to give up his monk-hood and was sent to war and gets killed. Tsetsenhanrui was
married off to a man, she did not know. Later, during a revolution Tsetsenhangui was
convicted of false charges and serves the community, but after a long inhumane treating
of officials, she looses her mind. Her husband stays with her till the old age and one day
she regains her self and realizes that how much she loves her husband, whom she never
loved before. 

"American Dad" and "Outcast" from FOX TV



  
 
 
11/7/2017         024543427407  American Dad! Volume 12       2017     Run for your lives! Or
better yet, "Stan" your ground and enjoy this all-new collection of American Dad!
episodes from the explosive comic minds of Mike Barker, Matt Weitzman and Family Guy
creator Seth MacFarlane. Stuffed with celebrity guest voices, including Billy Bob
Thornton, Joan Cusack, Sam Elliott, Oliver Platt, and not heavy metal rock god James
Hetfield, this hilarious assortment finds the Smith family in a flood of trouble aboard
Stan's modern-day ark, a time-traveling Steve trying to save his cool future self, Roger
deciding to quit all his personas, and everyone fighting to survive the post-apocalyptic
200th episode.       Seth MacFarlane; Wendy Schaal; Scott Grimes; Rachael MacFarlane; Dee
Bradley Baker
 
10/31/2017        024543469506  Outcast Season 1    2017     Outcast, based on the
Skybound/Image comic title by creator Robert Kirkman and artist PaulAzaceta, follows
Kyle Barnes, a young man who has been plagued by demonic possession all his life.
Now,with the help of Reverend Anderson, a country preacher with personal demons of
his own, Kyle embarks ona journey to find answers to obtain a normal life he has never
known. But what Kyle discovers could change his fate - and the fate of the world -
forever.   Patrick Fugit; Philip Glenister; Wrenn Schmidt
 

Vision Films Takes Us Behind the Scenes of The
Beatles and Hamilton



  

810162030377        Man Made Epidemic    2017    "Do vaccinations directly cause autism?
Filmmaker and mother  Natalie Beer sets off on a journey around the world speaking to
leading medical experts, doctors and researchers to learn the truth. Paul Shattock, Richard
Halvorsen, Natasha Campbell McBride, Stefan Schimdt-Troschke, Jan Leidel, Thomas
Breuer, Ulrich Fegeler, Andrew Wakefield

810162030384        How the Beatles Changed the World    2017    "In 1963 a band burst onto
the world stage and single-handedly transformed popular culture. Conquering first Britain
and then America the following year, The Beatles and their music were a breath of fresh
air - dynamic, positive and modern. Yet, from the very beginning, the four loveable Mop-
Tops were also revolutionaries who would pull the world out of its black and white past
and into a technicolour future. HOW THE BEATLES CHANGED THE WORLD traces the band's
path through the most remarkable decade of the twentieth century, the 1960s. It not only
looks at the impact of their artistic evolution across this period but also at the wider
revolution they instigated, from fashion, film and art to the British class system, the anti-
war movement, the counterculture, Eastern spirituality, psychedelia and the riots of 1968.
Through exclusive interviews and rarely seen footage, this film reveals the previously
untold story of how four young men from Liverpool transformed the world forever.
Featuring new interviews with former head of Apple Records, Tony Bramwell; Beatles'
associate and Underground scenester, Barry Miles; art curator and close friend of John and
Yoko, John Dunbar; Merseybeat! publisher, Billy Harry; as well as authors and historians
Jonathan Gould, Chris Ingham, Robert Christgau, Anthony DeCurtis and Mark Paytress."  
 Paul McCartney, John Lennon, George Harrison, Ringo Starr, Yoko Ono, Brian Epstein

810162030346        ADDicted    2017    Classes. Football. Finals. A bad break up. An over-
bearing mom. Like many college kids, what helps Drew Dawson (Luke Guldan, Justice
Woman) stay balanced is Adderall, a prescription his mother, Kate (Kathleen Quinlan,
Apollo 13), has had him on since the age of 10 for ADD. Meanwhile his ex-girlfriend
Ashley Ross (Lauren Sweetser, Winter's Bone) is trying to win him back by helping him
with school, but this draws her deeper into her own growing dependency on the same
drug. After Drew finds himself suspended from the football team as a consequence of his
professor Jeff Mueller (Gil Bellows, Shawshank Redemption) accusing him of plagiarism,
things begin falling apart. As he tries to live up to the needs of others, this drives him
further down a path of self-destruction. The pressure mounts as he wants to get back on
the team to appease his mother, an ambitious woman running for a seat in Congress, who
is more concerned with her own image than the needs of her son. As his life spirals out of



control, Professor Mueller offers to help but is it too late? Will Drew wake up and learn to
trust in himself in life without a pill bottle?     Luke Guldan, Kathleen Quinlan, Gil Bellows,
Taylor Black, Lauren Sweetser, Thom Christopher, Luke Guidan

818522019352        E.T. Contact: They Are Here    2017    "E.T. CONTACT: THEY ARE HERE
documents the jaw-dropping stories of unrelated individuals from around the world who
share similar accounts of extraterrestrial and otherworldly encounters. Host Caroline
Cory, inspired by her own personal and direct experiences with the supernatural, takes
viewers on an extraordinary journey to discover if these seemingly independent yet
parallel reports may be scientific evidence of a greater phenomenon at work: The Contact
Theory. Harvard astrophysicist Dr. Rudy Schild provides a compelling explanation of the
connection between black holes, the fabric of space, telepathic images and the energy
pathways to the stars that alien forms use to travel and communicate with us here on
Earth. Through a series of groundbreaking on-camera experiments on human DNA,
examinations of crop circles, and interviews with leading experts including Dr. Garry
Nolan and Dr. Glen Rein, viewers will find themselves pondering the nature of their own
reality and the true origin of the human species. This documentary ultimately shows that
the 'Science of Contact' may be the key to the Theory of Everything. "    Dr Rudy Schild
PhD, Dr. Garry Nolan PhD, Dr. Glen Rein PhD, Mary Rodwell, Barbara Lamb, David Jacobs.

 810162030391    Hamilton: One Shot to Broadway    2017    "'Hamilton: One Shot To
Broadway' takes us behind the curtain to look at the stars, story and history of the musical
sensation that has conquered the world. The play tells the thrilling story of Alexander
Hamilton, one of America's founding fathers, and his journey from being born an orphan
in the Caribbean to fighting the revolutionary war alongside George Washington,
founding the USA, and his violent death at the age of just 49. The saga is brought to life by
dazzling staging, mesmerizing performances and a revolutionary mix of Hip-Hop, RnB and
Pop music that single-handedly pulled Broadway into the 21st Century and made Lin-
Manuel Miranda, its young creator, one of the most famous names in America. Through
exclusive interviews and rare footage, 'Hamilton: One Shot To Broadway' hears from Lin-
Manuel Miranda and the play's stars to reveal the extraordinary story of the man, the
music, the show and the phenomenon.   Lin Manuel Miranda, Tommy Kail, Alex
Lacamoire, Renee Elise Goldsberry, Leslie Odom Jr, Daveed Diggs, Jeffrey Seller, and
Christopher Jackson 

810162030575        A Frosty Affair    2017    "Kate Carter (Jewel Staite, The Killing) is starting
a new chapter of her life after teaching in a small community by getting married in the big
city to her fiancé Brad (Mark Meer, Mass Effect 3). Her mother and father (Cindy Busby,
The Big Year and Shaun Johnston, Heartland) are busy preparing for the festivities. But
when a blizzard strikes, she finds herself snowed in and stranded. Desperate to get to her
wedding on time, she begs local resident Redford (Shawn Roberts, Resident Evil: The
Final Chapter) for help, and he reluctantly agrees to let her travel with him on his
snowmobile. Both determined to get to the city for their own reasons, they soon find that
it's no easy feat to get through the mountains. Forced to find shelter and survive in the
wilderness, they end up forming a tight bond. When Kate finally gets home, she realizes
she has feelings for Redford. Will she go through with her wedding to Brad, or follow her
heart and return to the little town in the middle of nowhere with Redford?"    Jewel
Staite,  Shawn Roberts, Cindy Busby, Shaun Johnston, Mark Meer, Stephanie Wolfe

November 19th is National Adoption Day



  
Allied Vaughn is proud to support National Adoption Day on behalf of our content owners and
their films that spread the message of love and acceptance.

04/01/2017    818522016801    Finding Home [Blu-ray]    2017    A man in need of reinvention must
find a home for a young boy.    Drama    Dock Street Productions        
04/01/2017    818522016818    DVD     
  
02/23/2016    818522014562    Timothy's Quest    1922    A charming pastoral about two unwanted
children finding acceptance and love, Timothys Quest (1922) is a rare, cinematic gem based on a
novel by Kate Douglas Wiggin (Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm) Drama;Family    Flicker Alley, LLC    
    
11/05/2015    727985016528    Find Me    2015    Find Me is a profoundly moving documentary that
tells the stories of three families who adopt children from China as well as the stories of those
who loved these children first; The biological parents who feel they cant keep their children and
the orphanage nannies or foster-families who must say goodbye to the children theyve raised
for months or years.    Documentary    Vision Video, Inc. 
       
11/13/2014    727985016078    Reunion    2014    Reunion tells the amazing story of Kim and Duane
Copple and their daughter, Sarah Ann Evans. Kim became pregnant as a teenager and chose to
give Sarah Ann up for adoption. But 25 years later parents and child were reunited. Learn about
their emotional journey and see how God brought two families together through adoption.  
 Contemporary Issues, Adoption, Challenge & Inspiration    Vision Video, Inc.       
 
08/21/2013    727985014821    Letters To An Unknown Daughter    2012    In the summer of 1974,
17-year old Anita Keagy discovered that she was pregnant by her boyfriend.  Having grown up in
a loving but strict Christian home, Anita feared the disgrace it would bring on her family and
considered abortion.  Instead, with much prayer and courage, she gave her child up for
adoption.  Years later, married and raising four children, Anita felt compelled to communicate
with her unknown daughter.  Through the adoption agency, Anita began a file of letters. Many
painful years would pass before these letters would bring Anita and her daughter, Twila,
together again.  This experience set off a spiritual bomb in Anitas life, leading her to a deep
insight about Gods intense desire to know and be known by His children.    Documentary,
Contemporary Issues, Adoption    Vision Video, Inc.    
    
08/21/2013    727985015132    Bringing Joshua Home    2013    Bringing Joshua Home tells the
personal story of one family who successfully adopted a Russian child. Arthur and Hanna Rasco



share the challenges, joys, and drama of adopting their baby boy from Moscow and introducing
him into their family. If youve ever wondered what it is like to adopt internationally, this film
gives an inside, real-life look into the process from start to finish.    Documentary, Contemporary
Issues, Adoption    Vision Video, Inc.
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Ask us for our complete catalog of DVD, Blu-ray and CD titles, over 15,000+!

TBD    888574472702    Blade Runner 2049 [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]  
 2017    Warner
TBD    888574551483    The LEGO Ninjago Movie [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]  
 2017    Warner

12/19/2017    818522019963    Big Bear    2017    Blue Fox Entertainment
12/05/2017    888608667692    Living on Soul    2017    The Orchard
11/28/2017    888608667630    Super Dark Times    2017    The Orchard
11/28/2017    888608667678    Residente    2017    The Orchard
11/21/2017    818522019956    Unleashed    2017    Level 33 Entertainment
11/21/2017    818522019659    Spirit Game: Pride of a Nation    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019666    Spirit Game: Pride of a Nation [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019758    The Mule    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019765    The Mule [Blu-ray]    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019819    Under the Bed    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019826    Under the Bed [Blu-ray]    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019833    Housebound    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019840    Housebound [Blu-ray]    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019895    Dark Signal    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019901    Dark Signal [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019710    Legend of 420    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019727    Legend of 420 [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019796    American Mary    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019802    American Mary [Blu-ray]    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019635    Feel Rich    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019642    Feel Rich [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019673    NOLA Circus    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019680    NOLA Circus [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019697    Savage Dog    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019703    Savage Dog [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/14/2017    767685155882    Palm Swings  [Blu-ray]    2017    Cinedigm
11/07/2017    767685156261    I'll Be Home For Christmas    2017    Hallmark
11/07/2017    767685154670    A Nutcracker Christmas    2017    Hallmark



11/07/2017    767685154687    A Christmas To Remember    2017    Hallmark
11/07/2017    810162030636    The Lost City of Cecil B. DeMille    2017    Random Media
11/07/2017    883476132327    Escape From Tomorrow    2013    Random Media
11/07/2017    024543427407    American Dad! Volume 12    2017    Twentieth Century Fox
Television
10/31/2017    818522016320    The Liberator    2016    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522017785    Actually Quite A Lot    2016    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018256    Mongolian Invasion - Yellow Colt    2013    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018263    Mongolian Invasion - Double Crossed    2015    Leomark
Studios
10/31/2017    818522018270    Mongolian Invasion - Joy    2016    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018287    Mongolian Invasion - Norjmaa    2014    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018294    Mongolian Invasion - One Life of Two Women    2015  
 Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018300    Mongolian Invasion - Shift    2017    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018317    Mongolian Invasion - Sodura    2015    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018324    Mongolian Invasion - Ten Soldiers of Genghis Khan    2012  
 Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522018331    Mongolian Invasion - The Last Princess of Royal Blood    2008  
 Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    883476144009    Around The Block    2014    Random Media
10/31/2017    883476148793    Camilla Dickinson    2015    Random Media
10/31/2017    818522018072    Imperfections    2017    Level 33 Entertainment
10/31/2017    883476143330    Mirage Men    2014    Random Media
10/31/2017    883476143347    Methhead    2014    Random Media
10/31/2017    883476144948    The Last Supper    2014    Random Media
10/31/2017    883476147888    The Jokesters    2015    Random Media
10/31/2017    888574535292    The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms    1953    Warner
10/31/2017    888574535384    Palm Springs Weekend    1963    Warner
10/31/2017    888574535827    Parrish    1961    Warner
10/31/2017    888574535834    Rome Adventure    1962    Warner
10/31/2017    888574535858    Susan Slade    1961    Warner
10/31/2017    191091500514    I Called Him Morgan    2016    FilmRise
10/31/2017    191091500576    I Called Him Morgan [Blu-ray]    2016    FilmRise
10/31/2017    818522018515    Mistaken    2017    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    888574535568    Scarecrow    1973    Warner
10/31/2017    818522019192    Transylvania TV Season 1    2009    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    818522019208    Transylvania TV Halloween Special    2010    Leomark Studios
10/31/2017    024543469506    Outcast Season 1    2017    Twentieth Century Fox Television
10/31/2017    024543427650    Snake City Season 4    2017    National Geographic
10/24/2017    810162030438    Hearse Life    2017    Frolic Pictures
10/24/2017    810162030445    Absolute Vow    2017    Frolic Pictures
10/24/2017    810162030452    The Short Films of Jared Masters    2017    Frolic Pictures
10/24/2017    888574548391    Night School [Blu-ray]    1981    Warner
10/24/2017    888574535773    Hell on Frisco Bay    1955    Warner
10/24/2017    888574550066    Glenda Farrell Triple Feature    1936-1937    Warner
10/24/2017    888574550073    Guy Kibbee Triple Feature    1935-1937    Warner
10/24/2017    888574535520    Hell on Frisco Bay [Blu-ray]    1955    Warner
10/24/2017    043396523890    Murphy's Romance    1985    Sony
10/24/2017    043396523906    Indian Uprising    1952    Sony
10/24/2017    043396517202    Dr. Ken: Season Two    2016    Sony
10/24/2017    888574524098    The Jamie Foxx Show: The Complete Fourth Season    1999-
2000    Warner
10/24/2017    043396508446    Good Girls Revolt: Season One    2015    Sony
10/24/2017    024543427674    The Incredible Dr. Pol Season 11    2017    National Geographic
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